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Topic Insights was created with the principle of becoming the daily dose of inspiration

for the next generation of business leaders. Our mission is to share stories and insights

that inspire young and emerging leaders around the world to use the power of business

as a force for good.

 

Through our stories, research, and articles, we seek to provide innovative insights and

inspiration to redefine business as an agent for change and progress within the

ecosystems in which they operate.

 

We do so by putting people and communities at the heart of everything we do.

Conducting interviews to business leaders, professors, professionals, and inspiring

people via Zoom, Google Hangouts, or in-person 

Developing and delivering articles based on that interview

Reaching out to prospective people to interview and feature on Topic Insights 

As a Hero-Reporting-on-Hero  Intern, you will be responsible for the following:

This internship will require between 8 and 15 hours per week

Job Description

Qualifications

Bachelor with or student pursuing a bachelor degree in a business-related field,

journalism, or creative writing

Curious, empathetic, and with a willingness to learn, grow, and make an impact

in the world

Self-motivated, independent, and determined

Heroes don’t do what they do for money, fame, or glory. They do it to drive meaning and

change around the world!

 

Heroes get remembered way beyond their lifetimes. So yes, this is your chance to become

one.   

 

To apply, send your resume to info@topicinsights.com with the name of the position you

are applying to in the email’s subject line and brief sentences as to why you are interested

in Topic Insights and why you'd be a good fit and your application will soon be taken into

consideration!


